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SCOPE AND CONTENT NOTE

The items in this collection are part of the Russell A. Mann Sherlock Holmes Research Collection, but have not been cataloged individually because they are not in their original formats (represented here as printouts or photocopies), are typescripts, ephemeral, three-dimensional, or are otherwise deemed unsuitable for individual catalog records.

SUBGROUP DESCRIPTIONS

Subgroup I. John Bennett Shaw and Sherlock Holmes: A Collection of Documents and Materials Drawn from a Busy and Dedicated Life

The first subgroup consists of correspondence, publications, and ephemera from 1966 to 2001 concerning John Bennett Shaw (1914-1994), a Sherlock Holmes scholar from Santa Fe, New Mexico, who amassed one of the largest Sherlockian libraries in the world. He donated it to the University of Minnesota in 1993 to join the already substantial library of Philip S. and Mary Kahler Hench. These papers were accumulated most likely by Robert C. Hess, a Sherlockian enthusiast from Brightwaters, New York.

Subgroup II. Monographs, Serials & Ephemera

The second subgroup consists of photocopies and printouts of monographs, articles, scripts, and indexes, as well as maps, illustrations, and various forms of ephemera accumulated by Russell A. Mann. Series A. Monographs & Articles consists primarily of printouts of short monographs previously published on the Internet; printouts and photocopies of articles, scripts, and exhibition catalogs; bibliographies; unpublished monographs; and other short papers, usually written by a single named author. They are arranged alphabetically by the name of the author or by title. Series B. Anthologies & Topical Files are files of articles, stories, and other resources on specific topics compiled by Russell A. Mann. Most have titles assigned by Russell Mann and are arranged alphabetically by title or by subject. Series C. Periodicals consists of printouts of niche Sherlockian periodicals previously published on the Internet, various theater playbills, and single issues of obscure entertainment periodicals containing insignificant articles for general readers. Series D. Indexes consists of typewritten indexes to several books prepared by Adrian Nebbett. Series E. Illustrations & Ephemera contains assorted illustrations, cartoons, postcards, and ephemeral items.

Subgroup III. Sherlock Holmes Collectibles

The third subgroup contains mostly three-dimensional collectibles concerning Sherlock Holmes, such as puzzles and games, toys and dolls, pottery, figurines, and other assorted collectibles. They are organized by format, but are arranged in no particular order.
CONTAINER LIST

Subgroup I. John Bennett Shaw and Sherlock Holmes: A Collection of Documents and Materials Drawn from a Busy and Dedicated Life

Box 1 fol. 1 – Letters received primarily from John Bennett Shaw, 1975-1995

Box 1 fol. 2 – Christmas cards sent by John Bennett Shaw, 1967-1993

Box 1 fol. 3 – Publications re John Bennett Shaw’s Sherlock Holmes library, 1966-2001

Box 1 fol. 4 – Sherlock Holmes workshops conducted by John Bennett Shaw, 1971-1985

Box 1 fol. 5 – Reminiscences of John Bennett Shaw, 1990-1994

Box 1 fol. 6 – The Brothers Three of Moriarty scion society programs, 1972-1991

Box 1 fol. 7 – Newspaper clippings, 1967-1992

Box 1 fol. 8 – Sherlock Holmes conference programs, 1984-1996

Box 1 fol. 9 – Assorted ephemera, 1973-1992
Subgroup II. Monographs, Serials & Ephemera
Series A. Monographs & Articles


Box 1 fol. 11 – Barnes, Jonathan. “Conan Doyle and the Creeping Man,” in Times Literary Supplement (June 23, 2011)


Box 1 fol. 13 – Bergem, Philip C. “Checklist of Sherlock Holmes (and Holmes related) Films and Television Programs,” 2013.


Box 1 fol. 17 – Collingridge, W.H. Tricks of Self-Defence, circa 1900.


Box 1 fol. 21 – Drake, William A., and Edwin Blum. The Adventures of Sherlock Holmes (screenplay, final script, June 14, 1939)


Box 1 fol. 31 – Homer, Michael W. “Arthur Conan Doyle’s Adventures in Winnipeg.” Manitoba History 25 (Spring 1993)


Box 1 fol. 33 – Keefauver, Brad. “Chronology of the Sherlock Holmes Stories and a Timeline Based on the Chronology,” 2010.


Box 1 fol. 46 – Moscowitz, Les. “Study of Textual Variations between Doubleday and First Published Versions of the Sherlock Holmes Canon,” 2008.


Box 1 fol. 49 – “The Mystery of Cader Ifan: A synopsis of the only extant episode,” 1967.

Box 1 fol. 50 – Nolan, Paul T. “Sherlock Holmes’s Christmas Goose.” *Plays: The Drama Magazine for Young People* 65 (December 2005): 35-44.

Box 2 fol. 1 – Pascal, Ernest. *The Hound of the Baskervilles* (screenplay, final script, December 8, 1938)


Box 2 fol. 6 – *Sherlock Holmes: Catalogue of an Exhibition held at Abbey House, Baker Street, London, May-September 1951.*

Box 2 fol. 7 – *A Sherlock Holmes Gala: Sherlock Holmes and the Law, an Exhibition.* Minneapolis: University of Minnesota Law Library, 2002.


Subgroup II. Monographs, Serials & Ephemera
Series B. Anthologies & Topical Files


Box 2 fol. 24 – “The Apocrypha: The Untold Tales of Sherlock Holmes,” consisting of “The Best Untold Tales of Sherlock Holmes” by Randall Stock and “The Untold Tales—Analyzed” by P.K. Jones

Box 2 fol. 25 – Bartitsu, articles, 2008-2011

Box 2 fol. 26 – The basic Holmesian library by John Bennett Shaw, articles and catalogs, 1985-2010


Box 2 fol. 28 – Carnacki, Thomas, articles re the protagonist of the William Hope Hodgson short stories, 2010-2011

Box 2 fol. 29 – *The Casebook of Gregory Hood* radio program, 2011

Box 2 fol. 30 – Elrod, P.N., interview, 2009

Box 2 fol. 31 – Farmer, Philip José, reviews, 2009-2011

Box 2 fol. 32 – “The Flashman Papers,” articles re the Sir Harry Paget Flashman novels by George MacDonald Fraser, 2000-2012

Box 2 fol. 33 – “Food and Drink in the Sherlock Holmes Stories from De Waal’s Universal Sherlock Holmes,” bibliography et al., 2004-2005

Box 2 fol. 34 – “Further Notes on the Firearms of Sherlock Holmes Employed in the Canon and on Firearms Identification,” 1997-2009

Box 2 fol. 35 – Gillette, William, articles, 2011


Box 2 fol. 37 – *The Hound of the Baskervilles* study guides, 2000-2010

Box 2 fol. 39 – “Jack-the-Ripper Timeline: A timeline of Ripper-related events covering the 110 years between 1887 and 1997”


Box 2 fol. 41 – “Leslie S. Klinger Court Suit in the Matter of Copyright Now Existing for the Sherlock Holmes Stories: United States District Court Northern District Illinois Eastern Division,” 2013

Box 2 fol. 42 – “Lyme Regis Horror Trilogy: Notes and Reviews,” re Sherlock Holmes and the Lyme Regis Horror by David Ruffle, 2010-2013

Box 2 fol. 43 – “The Meteorological Holmes, A Supplement: Description of the Weather in the British Isles, 1851-1929”

Box 2 fol. 44 – Murdock, Karen, articles on Sherlock Holmes, 2003-2011


Box 3 fol. 2 – “The Quotable Sherlock Holmes Vol. 2”

Box 3 fol. 3 – “Raffles: The Gentleman Thief,” articles, 2009

Box 3 fol. 4 – The Real Inspector Hound by Tom Stoppard, articles, 2010

Box 3 fol. 5 – “The Red-Headed League by Arthur Conan Doyle eNotes”

Box 3 fol. 6 – “The Red-Headed League” SparkNotes, 2010

Box 3 fol. 7 – “Related Material on the Case of the Conan Doyle Crime Library,” 1962-2001

Box 3 fol. 8 – Rodin, Alvin E., articles on Sherlock Holmes and letters received, 1985-2000

Box 3 fol. 9 – “Selected Bibliography of New Sherlock Holmes Stories,” 2013

Box 3 fol. 10 – “Sexton Blake: The Other Detective,” articles and stories, 2009-2012

Box 3 fol. 11 – “Sherlock Holmes and Music,” articles and index, 1947-2009
Box 3 fol. 12 – “Sherlock Holmes and Some Contemporaries,” articles re Victorian detective fiction, 1964-2013


Box 3 fol. 14 – Sherlock Holmes scholarship, assorted articles, 2009-2010

Box 3 fol. 15 – “Sherlock Holmes: The Play and the Film,” articles re the 1899 play and 1922 film by William Gillette, 2013-2014

Box 3 fol. 16 – “Silent Auction of Sherlock Holmes Publications, Memorabilia, etc. from the Estate of James Bliss Austin,” 1990

Box 3 fol. 17 – “Sleuthing with Sherlock: A Companion to Hallmark Channel’s Sherlock Holmes Series,” circa 2002

Box 3 fol. 18 – Sotheby’s auction of original copy of A Study in Scarlet in Beeton’s Christmas Annual (1887), auction details and articles, 2010

Box 3 fol. 19 – Vidocq, Eugéne François, articles, 2003-2012
Subgroup II. Monographs, Serials & Ephemera
Series C. Periodicals

Box 3 fol. 20 – *Baker Street Essays: The Canon Examined* v.1 no.1 (Spring 2007)-v.2 no.1 (Spring 2010)


Box 15 fol. 1 – *Empire*, magazine of *The Sunday Denver Post* (Denver, Colo.), January 26, 1975


Box 3 fol. 22 – *The Literary Guild* (Garden City, N.Y.), May 1975

Box 3 fol. 23 – *Pacific Review*, magazine of Pacific First Federal Savings Bank (Tacoma, Wash.), v.1 no.1 (Summer 1984)

Box 3 fol. 24 – *Playbill* and *Stagebill* theater programs for the Alley Theatre (Houston, Tex.), the Shubert Theatre (Chicago, Ill.), and the Broadhurst, Helen Hayes, and Nederlander Theatres (New York, N.Y.), 1974-2003


Box 15 fol. 1 – *St. Louis Globe-Democrat Sunday Magazine* (St. Louis, Mo.), February 29, 1976

Box 3 fol. 26 – *The Solar Pons Gazette* v.1 no.1 (Summer 2006)-v.3 no.1 (December 2008)

Box 3 fol. 27 – *Television*, television schedule magazine of *The Arizona Republic* (Phoenix, Ariz.), March 24-30, 1985

Box 15 fol. 1 – *TV Click*, television schedule magazine of *The Oregonian* (Portland, Ore.), March 10-16, 1985

Box 3 fol. 28 – *TV Host Weekly* (Portland, Ore.), January 10-16, 1987
Subgroup II. Monographs, Serials & Ephemera
Series D. Indexes

Box 3 fol. 29 – Baring-Gould, William S. *Sherlock Holmes of Baker Street* (1962) index prepared by Adrian Nebbett

Box 3 fol. 30 – Barnes, Alan. *Sherlock Holmes on Screen* (2002) index prepared by Adrian Nebbett

Box 3 fol. 31 – Bell, H.W., ed. *Baker Street Studies* (1934) index prepared by Adrian Nebbett

Box 3 fol. 32 – Blakeney, T.S. *Sherlock Holmes: Fact or Fiction?* (1932) index prepared by Adrian Nebbett


Box 3 fol. 34 – Costello, Peter. *The Real World of Sherlock Holmes* (1991) index prepared by Adrian Nebbett


Box 3 fol. 37 – Five Orange Pips of Westchester County. *The Best of the Pips* (1955) index prepared by Adrian Nebbett


Box 3 fol. 40 – Holroyd, James Edward. *Baker Street By-Ways* (1959) index prepared by Adrian Nebbett


Box 4 fol. 4 – Radford, John. *The Intelligence of Sherlock Holmes* (1999) index prepared by Adrian Nebbett

Box 4 fol. 5 – Roberts, S.C. *Holmes and Watson: A Miscellany* (1953) index prepared by Adrian Nebbett

Box 4 fol. 6 – Rothman, Steven, ed. *The Standard Doyle Company: Christopher Morley on Sherlock Holmes* (1990) index prepared by Adrian Nebbett

Box 4 fol. 7 – “Sherlock Holmes in *Ripperologist*: Index and Related Material” (2013)

Box 4 fol. 8 – “The Sherlockian Anthologies Index with a Listing of Conan Doyle’s Fiction” (1998)

Box 4 fol. 9 – Smith, Edgar W. *Profile by Gaslight* (1944) index prepared by Adrian Nebbett

Box 4 fol. 10 – Sons of the Copper Beeches of Philadelphia. *Leaves from the Copper Beeches* (1959) index prepared by Adrian Nebbett

Box 4 fol. 11 – Sons of the Copper Beeches of Philadelphia. *More Leaves from the Copper Beeches* (1976) index prepared by Adrian Nebbett

Box 4 fol. 12 – Starrett, Vincent, ed. *221B: Studies in Sherlock Holmes* (1940) index prepared by Adrian Nebbett

Box 4 fol. 13 – Starrett, Vincent. *The Private Life of Sherlock Holmes* (1933) index prepared by Adrian Nebbett

**Subgroup II. Monographs, Serials & Ephemera**

**Series E. Illustrations & Ephemera**

Box 4 fol. 15 – Illustrations of the Sherlock Holmes stories by Phil Cornell of Australia (illustrator for the Sydney Passengers of Australia), 2002, 4 items

Box 4 fol. 16 – “Sherlock Holmes and the Adventure of the Faithful Fusilier,” 2006, 8 leaves

Box 4 fol. 17 – “Nate Wright, private eye,” 2007, 4 leaves

Box 15 fol. 2 – Sketch and color animation cell of Prof. Moriarty

Box 15 fol. 3 – Illustration of the floorplan and furniture arrangement of 221B Baker Street


Box 15 – Framed print of the hound of the Baskervilles

MAP CASE – Two *Adventures of Sherlock Holmes* posters (one matted, one matted & framed)

Box 4 fol. 18 – Assorted Sherlock Holmes-themed photographs and cartoons

Box 4 fol. 19 – Photographs of Queen Victoria and nineteenth-century London street scenes

Box 4 fol. 20 – Sherlock Holmes-themed trading cards in presentation three-ring binder

Box 4 fol. 21 – John Barrymore in *Sherlock Holmes*, reprint of 1922 postcard

Buster Keaton in *Sherlock, Jr.*, reprint of 1924 postcard

*Sherlock Holmes Series I*, 1990, 3 postcards

*Granada’s Sherlock Holmes*, 1991, 32 postcards

*Sherlock Holmes* motion picture, 2009, 12 postcards

Sherlock Holmes museum and “Logic is rare” postcards

Box 4 fol. 22 – Manuscript facsimiles re “The Musgrave Ritual” and *The Hound of the Baskervilles*

Box 4 fol. 23 & Box 15 fol. 1 – Assorted Sherlock Holmes ephemera, 1955-2001
Subgroup III. Sherlock Holmes Collectibles
Series A. Puzzles & Games

Box 4 – “The Continuing Adventures of Sherlock Holmes Mystery Jigsaw Puzzle: The Adventure of the Suicidal Secretary”


Box 4 – “The Continuing Adventures of Sherlock Holmes Mystery Jigsaw Puzzle: The Case of the Meddling Maid”


Box 4 – “Sherlock Holmes: The Card Game” (Special Centenary Edition, 1991)


Box 5 – “Clue” (Limited Gift Edition, 1997)

Box 5 – “221B Baker Street: The Master Detective Game” (1977)


Box 5 – “Reinhard Staupe’s Sherlock: The Game Where Memory and Deduction are ‘Elementary’”! (2004)

Box 5 – Sherlock Holmes playing cards (1989)


Box 16 – “Silver Blaze from the Memoirs of Sherlock Holmes” circular jigsaw puzzle (1966)

Box 16 – “The Sherlock Holmes Game” (1974)

Box 17 – Sherlock Holmes chess set
Subgroup III. Sherlock Holmes Collectibles
Series B. Toys & Dolls

Box 5 – “Slinky Science and More Fingerprint Kit” (2001)

Box 5 – “Detective Science Fingerprint Kit” (2005)

Box 5 – “Secret Code Breaker: Secret Message Kit”

Box 5 – Sherlock Hound wind-up toy

Box 5 – Sherlock Holmes die-cast metal miniature

Box 6 – “Star in Your Own Adventure!: The Haunted School” game

Box 6 – Bratz Boyz Punkz Eitan doll with punk pet Sherlock (a cat)

Box 6 – Lt. Commander Data (from Star Trek: The Next Generation) as Sherlock Holmes doll
   (1999) including second doll not in original box

Box 6 – Lt. Geordi LaForge (from Star Trek: The Next Generation) as Dr. John Watson doll
   (1999)

Box 6 – Sherlock Holmes action figure (2004)

Box 6 – Houdini action figure (2005)

Box 6 – Lego mini figure of Sherlock Holmes

Box 6 – Geobra small plastic toys of Sherlock Holmes, Dr. Watson, and an unidentified person
   (1974, 1986)

Box 6 – Basil of Baker Street (from The Great Mouse Detective) small plastic figure (1986)

Box 6 – Basil of Baker Street (from The Great Mouse Detective) small bean bag doll

Box 6 – Snoopy dressed as Sherlock Holmes (small plastic figure and patch)

Box 6 – Snoopy dressed as Sherlock Holmes small stuffed doll for MetLife promotion

Box 6 – Sherlock Hemlock small bean bag doll (1997)

Box 6 – Red teddy bear bean bag doll named Sherlock (1998)

Box 6 – Troll dressed as Sherlock Holmes doll
Box 6 – Mice dressed as Sherlock Holmes dolls (two varieties)
Box 6 – Sherlock Holmes finger puppet and fridge magnet (2005)
Box 6 – Bloodhound dressed as Sherlock Holmes doll
Box 7 – Sherlock Holmes mop doll
Box 7 – Teddy bears dressed as Sherlock Holmes (two varieties)
Box 7 – Scooby Doo dressed as Sherlock Holmes doll
Box 8 – Ken doll dressed as Sherlock Holmes and Barbie doll in Victorian ladies’ dress, with wooden doll stands
Box 8 – “Little Sherlock” doll, first issue in the Born to be Famous Collection
Box 8 – Snoopy dressed as Sherlock Holmes small stuffed doll, with extra wardrobe
Box 8 – Sherlock Holmes stuffed doll (2005)
Box 8 – Angelica Pickles (from Rugrats) dressed as Sherlock Holmes doll
Box 18 – Large Sherlock Holmes doll
Subgroup III. Sherlock Holmes Collectibles
Series C. Pottery

Box 9 – Cookie jars shaped like Sherlock Holmes (two varieties)

Box 9 – Pitchers shaped like Sherlock Holmes (three varieties)

Box 10 – Ceramic pot with hand-molded clay figures of Sherlock Holmes and Dr. Watson

Box 10 – Tea pots painted with Sherlockian scenes (two varieties)

Box 10 – Tea pots shaped like Sherlock Holmes (two varieties)

Box 10 – Coffee mug decorated with the titles of the works of the Sherlock Homes canon

Box 10 – Miniature tea pot shaped like 221B Baker Street from the Sherlock Holmes Museum

Box 10 – Sherlock Holmes face pot

Box 10 – Sherlock Holmes snuff box

Box 10 – Set of eight stone coasters with illustrations by Sidney Paget

Box 11 – Cookie jars shaped like a bloodhound dressed as Sherlock Holmes (two varieties)

Box 11 – Ceramic bells shaped like Sherlock Holmes (two of the same variety)

Box 11 – “Portrayals of Sherlock Holmes” decorative plate depicting actors who have portrayed Sherlock Holmes on film

Box 11 – Pair of decorative plates bearing color paintings of Sherlock Holmes and Dr. Watson with wooden plate holders
Subgroup III. Sherlock Holmes Collectibles
Series D. Figurines

Box 12 – Sherlock Holmes nutcracker

Box 12 – Sherlock Holmes and Dr. Watson Steinbach nutcrackers

Box 12 – Sherlock Holmes bobble head doll

Box 12 – “Just as I thought” figurine of Sherlock Holmes and Dr. Watson

Box 12 – “Sherlock Holmes trunk” cased diorama of a trunk, medical bag, books, cloak, ring of keys, chess set, ledger, and letter

Box 12 – Bust of Sherlock Holmes mounted on a block of wood

Box 12 – Nesting dolls of Sherlock Holmes, Dr. Watson, and Prof. Moriarty

Box 12 – Sherlock Holmes and Dr. Watson salt and pepper shakers

Box 12 – Small figurine of Sherlock Holmes

Box 12 – Small figurines of bloodhounds dressed as Sherlock Holmes (three varieties)

Box 13 – Figurine of 221B Baker Street (an accompanying copy of A Study in Scarlet & The Sign of Four is cataloged as PR4622 .S8 2000)

Box 13 – Figurine of a hansom cab and driver

Box 13 – Wall ornaments of Sherlock Holmes and Dr. Watson by Legend Lane Limited

Box 13 – Wall ornaments of Sherlock Holmes, Dr. Watson, and Prof. Moriarty by Bossons

Box 13 – Figurine of a bird dressed as Sherlock Holmes

Box 13 – Figurine of Daffy Duck dressed as Sherlock Holmes

Box 13 – Small figurines of teddy bears dressed as Sherlock Holmes (three varieties)

Box 13 – Snow globe with Mickey Mouse dressed as Sherlock Holmes

Box 13 – Christmas tree ornaments of Sherlock Holmes, Snoopy dressed as Sherlock Holmes (two varieties), Sherlock Hemlock, and a London telephone booth

Box 13 – Small metal figurine of Sherlock Holmes and Toby the bloodhound
Subgroup III. Sherlock Holmes Collectibles
Series E. Assorted Collectibles

Box 13 – Sherlock Holmes pewter pocket watch with glass and pewter display case

Box 13 – Empty bottle from Ogden Pharmacal Co. Manufacturing Chemists (Ogden, Utah) for a 7 percent solution of cocaine

Box 14 – Sherlock Holmes canister

Box 14 – Sherlock Holmes Crooks cigar box

Box 14 – Sherlock Holmes pewter magnifying glass

Box 14 – Sherlock Holmes silver plated spoon

Box 14 – Sherlock Holmes pen

Box 14 – The Sherlock Holmes Memorabilia Company London tea (two canisters)

Box 14 – Sherlock Holmes pipe tobacco (three varieties)

Box 14 – Charles E. Henry, PhD, BSI matchbook

Box 14 – S. Holmes, Esq. pub (San Francisco, Calif.) match box

Box 14 – Sherlock Holmes pipe stuffer

Box 14 – British coins from pre-decimal era (halfpenny, farthing, penny, three pence, sixpence, florin, shilling, half-crown)

Box 14 – City of Westminster Baker Street W1 vitreous enameled steel miniature street nameplate

Box 14 – Sherlock Holmes costume pattern

Box 14 – Commemorative coin for the 100th anniversary of the return of Sherlock Holmes issued by Gibraltar (1994)

Box 14 – Sherlock Holmes thimble

Box 14 – Sherlock Holmes cufflinks

Box 14 – Sherlock Holmes keyring
Box 14 – Sherlock Holmes metal bookmark

Box 14 – Sherlock Holmes magnet and three Sherlock Holmes movie poster magnets

Box 14 – Assorted Sherlock Holmes pins

Box 14 – Decorative wooden calabash pipe with wooden holder

Box 14 – Decorative long stem wooden pipe with wooden holder

Box 14 – Costume deerstalker hat and plastic calabash pipe set

Box 14 – Persian slipper (Sherlock Holmes kept his pipe tobacco in a Persian slipper)

Box 14 – Sherlock Holmes clock

Box 14 – Sherlock Holmes paper mask